
Our EasyRead training has had high demand and some
stunning feedback, with all our training days sold out.

In addition, we have had people coming back wanting
more, so we have now developed our advanced
EasyRead training ,running as an addition to our
regular EasyRead Training.

So whether you are just starting out with doing your
own EasyRead, or you have attended one of our
previous EasyRead Training Days, then there is
something for you!

The EasyRead training day has been conveniently split
into 2 parts. We would of course recommend you
attending both parts (in the same day), or if you
would just like to know the basics, then attend part 1.

And if you have attended one of our previous Training
Days, then Part 2 will be for you.

Please see details on the other side of this leaflet
including the fantastically low prices!

are pleased to announce our new

Basic and Advanced EasyRead
Training Day

Wednesday, 13th February 2013
At The Space Centre, 94 Judd Street, London

Save £££



Email: Lorena@inspiredservices.org.uk

Call: 0800 0430 980

EasyRead Training Day
13th February 2013

EasyRead Basic

Part 1 £129 + VAT

Topics covered:
 ● About EasyRead
 ● EasyRead history and standards
 ● Tips on text with the opportunity to have a go yourselves
 ● Using pictures
 ● Feedback and close

                 Part 2 £129 + VAT

Advanced EasyRead Training will include more detailed and
technical design issues, such as:

 ● Making the best use of pictures and photographs
 ● More technical tips on text
 ● Designing pages to maximum effect
 ● Types of files
 ● Support with working on your own documents
 ● Feedback and close

Save!
Do both parts of the Training Day and save a huge £60!
Just book part 1 and part 2 together for just £199+ VAT*

And with a free subscription to the Valuing People Clipart Collection
worth £105 alone, this is too good to miss!
*Terms and conditions apply.

EasyRead Advanced



What some of our previous delegates have said

         Our trainers, Richard West and Victoria Burley,
         have consistently received feedback scores of
         great or excellent in the ‘How to do EasyRead’
         series of training sessions.

Here are just a few of the things people have said:

 ● really good comprehensive information

 ● the structure of training was good and having someone who has a
  learning disability as trainer meant we could get things from their
  perspective

 ● having Richard present to explain what service users need –
  “Expert by experience” explains his role perfectly

 ● having Richard who is a service user to co host with Victoria was
  very informative and helpful. It provided a good insight into what is
  required for people with a learning disability

 ● the practical section was very helpful

 ● enjoyed lots of info to take back and implement/share with
  colleagues

 ● thoroughly enjoyed the course. Very informative. Have picked up
  lots of ideas and tips

 ● the trainers were very friendly and informative. Explained
  everything very well.

Email: lorena@inspiredservices.org.uk

Call: 0800 0430 980

Book your place now!


